In gas turbine performance simulations often the question arises: What is the best thermodynamic cycle design point? This is an optimization task which can be attacked in two ways: One can do a series of parameter variations and pick from the resulting graphs the best solution or one can employ numerical optimization algorithms that produce a single cycle which fulfills all constraints.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional way to select the thermodynamic cycle of a new gas turbine employs extensive parameter variations. For a complex engine with many design variables this is a time-consuming task. One looks for the optimum solution in a certain respect.
Instead of screening a wide range for the design variables with systematic parameter variations it is also possible to do an automatic search for the optimum engine design with the help of numerical optimization routines. This can be done for example with the Windowsbased gas turbine performance program GasTurb developed by the author.
Certainly it is not sufficient, to get a single cycle as the best solution from the computer program. There are two main reasons for that:
Firstly, the numerical optimization algorithm will find the optimum of the mathematical model only as opposed to the "true" optimum. An exotic cycle as result of an optimization run is mostly a hint to a deficiency of the model. In such a case most probably a design constraint has been overlooked when defining the problem.
Secondly, it is always of interest to know about the neighborhood of the optimum solution. From a parameter study limited to the region of interest it becomes obvious which design variables and constraints have the biggest impact on the result.
One of the advantages of numerical optimization is, that the region where parameter studies should be performed is narrowed down significantly.
PARAMETER STUDIES
The results of parameter studies are normally presented as graphics. In a single graph one can show for given ranges of two parameters the results for several dependant quantities. In a cycle study for a single spool turbojet engine, for example, with compressor pressure ratio and burner exit temperature as design parameters, one can plot the specific fuel consumption over specific thrust. In the resulting carpet one can additionally show lines for other calculated parameters as for example the turbine pressure ratio and the turbine exit temperature, see figure 1.
Let us assume, for example, that the design aim is a low cost turbojet with a single stage turbine and an uncooled turbine exit casing. The feasible region of design parameter combinations can be marked easily in the carpet since it is limited by the following constraints: From figure 1 one can read that with these constraints the cycle with the highest specific thrust has a burner exit temperature of 1600K and a compressor pressure ratio of around 16.5.
However, most gas turbine cycles are much more complex than the turbojet example discussed above. A two-spool turbofan has the following five cycle design variables: low spool pressure ratio high spool pressure ratio burner exit temperature bypass ratio fan pressure ratio There will also be more constraints than with the turbojet example: low pressure turbine inlet temperature < limit uncooled low pressure turbine compressor exit temperature < limit material limit for compressor disk fan pressure ratio < limit single stage fan high pressure turbine pressure ratio < limit single stage turbine
In a more detailed study there will be even more design variables as for example the stage numbers for the high and the low pressure turbine. It is obvious that with a parameter study it will be very difficult and time consuming to find the optimum values for the design variables.
NUMERICALOPTIMIZATION
By the way: how is the optimum defined in a mathematical sense? In a parameter study that question must not be answered a priori. In a numerical optimization, however, a figure of merit must be clearly defined before the calculation can commence. The figure of merit might be the specific fuel consumption of a turbofan at cruise which is to be minimized. For a fighter engine it might be that the specific thrust shall be maximized. One can also think of a weighted combination of these parameters.
When values for more than a few variables have to be determined while several constraints are existing, then numerical optimization routines can help to find the mathematical optimum (i.e., the minimum respectively maximum of the figure of merit) faster and more accurately. As shown above with the turbojet example, in a parameter study with only two variables it is easy to find an optimum solution. If there are three variables the situation is not so clear. With more than three variables the picture may get obscure. In complex studies the true optimum may never be found with the conventional parameter study. There are many numerical optimization algorithms known from literature. They can be divided basically into two major groups: Methods that use gradient information and others. In the program GasTurb there is one method from each group implemented. A short explanation how these algorithms work is given in the following chapters.
Gradient Method
There is a good example for the optimization task: A mountaineer shall climb the highest peak in a certain region. He has no map and the weather is foggy. His only tool is an altimeter. What is he going to do? He will certainly check his surroundings first and then go in the direction of the steepest ascent. In the end he will come to the top of a mountain. This is a place where each step leads downwards.
The steepest ascent may, however, lead toward a border (which is either the lower or upper limit of a design variable) of the region. Then our mountaineer will walk along the border until he reaches the place where each step leads downwards or out of the allowed region.
Is that the end of the story? Not necessarily. There might be several summits within the region. Our mountaineer may have found the highest peak by chance, but he cannot be sure of that. He has to check other parts of the region. In mathematical terms there might be "local" optimums besides the "global" optimum.
Up to now we have not spoken of constraints. They are like fences. A part of the region is forbidden to our mountaineer. His task is made more difficult because on his way to the summit he may have to walk downwards for a while to avoid a forbidden region. The fences (the constraints) often exclude the summit (where each step leads downwards) as an acceptable solution. They create local optima that would not exist without fences. Constraints make the task of optimization difficult.
Let us turn to the mathematical algorithm now. The mountaineer who first makes test steps in several directions uses the "gradient strategy" as a search method. With the test steps he is looking for the partial derivatives jZ/jV i . For each optimization variable he must do one test step before he can start his way in the "right" direction.
After the first step uphill the local gradients will be different. The test steps could now be repeated to find the new direction. Test steps take time, however, and it is therefore better to go on in the same direction as long as the altitude increases. Reaching a fence (violating a constraint) could be another reason for stopping the climb. Only then will new gradients be sought. The new direction will eventually take you along a fence.
The gradient search algorithm implemented in GasTurb was derived from ref.
[2]. The principle is the following (see figure 2) . We begin at the point marked "Start 1", looking for the direction of the steepest gradient ("Direction 1"). Following this direction we walk to the highest point. Then we change the direction by 90° (orthogonal). This can be done without evaluating the local gradient. We again go for the highest point here. To define the third direction we use the experience from the first two directions. We connect the point "Start 1" with the optimum point found along "Direction 2". We follow this direction again as long as altitude increases. 
This procedure can be applied repeatedly until the search steps or the changes in the "figure of merit" become very small. There is also a maximum limit for the number of optimization steps. In the example of the figure the optimum is found along search direction 6 (not marked in the figure, perpendicular to direction 5).
The dashed line in the figure shows how optimization would go on, if only local gradient information is used. With this simple strategy, the search direction would change very often.
Up to now we have only dealt with optimization without constraints. In the figure there is a shaded zone which suggests a forbidden region. If we use the strategy just described the search for the optimum will end at the point "A" along "Direction 5". We cannot find the global optimum if we begin at "Start 1". If we begin at "Start 2", however, we will be at the top of the hill very quickly.
Random Search
The second optimization strategy offered by GasTurb is based on ref. To start an adaptive random search one should have a variable combination which fulfills all of the constraints. At the start of the search k R is 10 and k v is 1. In one search run, the program tries {40 times the number of Optimization Variables} random engine cycles. When all cycles have been calculated then k R will be duplicated and k v will be increased by 2. The search region will get smaller. Another {40 times the number of Optimization Variables} cycles will be calculated and then k R will be duplicated again and k v will be further increased by 2. This procedure will be repeated until all cycles for k R =80 have been tried. Cycles that do not fulfill the constraints will be ignored.
CYCLE SELECTION FOR A DERIVATIVE TURBOFAN
A very common design task is to adapt an existing engine for a new application. It is quite obvious that in this case there are more constraints than during the design of a brand new engine. In this chapter at first the basic engine will be described and then the design variables, the constraints and the figure of merit for the numerical optimization of a derivative engine.
Description of the basic engine
Let us assume that we can start from an existing unmixed flow turbofan engine for a business jet. This type of engine has a rather low overall pressure ratio and a moderate burner exit temperature compared to the big turbofan engines used on commercial airliners. The engine configuration and the nomenclature are shown in figure  3 on the next page.
Design variables, constraints and figure of merit

Design Variables
Besides the pressure ratios of the new booster and the fan there will be the bypass ratio and the burner exit temperature among the design variables of the growth engine. A new low pressure turbine will be required while the gas generator remains unchanged. The configuration of the growth engine will be as shown in figure 4 .
The core compressor of the new engine must not necessarily be operated at the same operating point as in the basic engine. In fact that might even be impossible because doing that would require an increase in the mechanical spool speed beyond the limits of the original design. Thus we get as two further design variables for the derivative engine the core compressor mass flow and its pressure ratio.
It is standard practice, not to read a compressor map with given mass flow and pressure ratio, but with given corrected speed and a value for an auxiliary coordinate (here called beta), see for example ref. 4 . In the list of the design variables we get instead of the compressor mass flow and its pressure ratio the two equivalent variables corrected speed and map coordinate beta. 
Constraints
There are several constraints for the new engine design to be observed. The common core with the basic engine requires that both high pressure turbines have practically the same flow capacity. We want the Mach number at the core exit also to be nearly the same and that has the consequence, that the flow capacity of the low pressure turbine must also be very similar between both engines. As a consequence there will be practically no difference between both engines with respect to the high pressure turbine pressure ratio.
A further constraint is, that the low pressure turbine inlet temperature T 45 must be below say 1150K which allows to design an uncooled low pressure turbine from inexpensive materials.
The core compressor will eventually cause several constraints for the design. There might be a temperature limit when the last stage is made from titanium, for example. Also, a mechanical speed limit may exist. And last but not least the minimum surge margin requirements must be met.
Another constraint may come from the nacelle in which the engine has to be installed. This will limit the fan diameter of the growth engine.
In our example the task is, to increase the Max Climb thrust by 25%. Engine designs with less thrust than required will not be acceptable and therefore the thrust is a design constraint for the growth engine. In summary, the design constraints for the derivative engine are:
hp turbine flow capacity reference value ±5% lp turbine flow capacity reference ± 5% lp turbine inlet temp T 45 < 1150K compressor exit temp T 3 < 750K core spool speed < reference + 5% fan tip diameter < 0.75m Max Climb thrust >4,5 kN
Figure of Merit
The specific fuel consumption (SFC) for Max Climb rating is the figure of merit which is to be minimized. This will automatically result in a low fuel consumption for cruise.
Mathematical model of the engine
A mathematical model of the growth engine requires a mixture of design and off-design calculations. The components on the low pressure spool will be newly designed while the core components will be operated at some off-design condition compared to the design point of the basic engine.
We select as the cycle design point for the growth engine the Max Climb rating at altitude. For this flight conditions the optimum values for the design variables will be found.
The mathematical model of the engine must take into account, that the design point efficiencies of the fan, the booster and the low pressure turbine will change with the aerodynamic loading. For axial compressors an appropriate correlation been published by Glassman (ref. 5) and for the low pressure turbine one can use a simplified version of the preliminary turbine design routine from Warner (ref. 6) .
The efficiency and the surge margin of the core compressor will be read from the map dependent from the values for the design variables core compressor corrected speed and map coordinate beta.
Note that the temperature limits for T 3 and T 45 in the list of constraints are not applicable to the Max Climb rating, but for the flight case with the highest temperatures encountered in the flight envelope. That means, that the numerical model of the engine must be capable to simulate both the Max Climb flight case at altitude (as a cycle design point) and the Take Off rating for the "hot day" (ISA+15K) at sea level, Mach 0.2 (as an off-design condition).
OPTIMIZING THE GROWTH ENGINE 5.1Ranges for the design variables
Another argument for setting the range of a design variable is, that either the lower or the upper limit represents a true limit for the engine design. In our example this is the case for the pressure ratio of the single stage fan which is introduced with an upper limit of 1.9. In the table below the ranges for all six design variables are given.
Before the numerical optimization algorithm can start, we need to define a range for the design variables. On one side this range should be as narrow as possible because then the search for the optimum will take less effort. However, when the range is too narrow, then the true optimum might be excluded from the search unintentionally. 
Starting point
Many numerical optimization algorithms require, that a set of design variables which fulfills all constraints must be known before the calculation can commence. The cycle of the basic engine is within the ranges of all design variables, however, obviously it does not fulfill the minimum thrust constraint.
How can we get a valid cycle to start with? One possible approach would be, to do a rough parameter study which has only the aim to find a feasible solution, but not the best solution for the problem. However, this parameter study takes more effort than necessary. We can redefine the figure of merit for the moment and do a slave optimization with the aim of maximizing the Max Climb thrust. The minimum thrust constraint is dropped for that preliminary exercise which makes the cycle of the basic engine valid as a start point.
While the slave optimization is running, one can observe on the computer screen the progress. As soon as a cycle is found which has more Max Climb thrust than required (and fulfills all constraints) we can stop. Now we redefine the figure of merit as specific fuel consumption and introduce the minimum thrust constraint. The final optimization can commence now. Figure 5 shows the optimization window of GasTurb for the example of this paper with six horizontal gauges for the design variables on the left and seven gauges for the constraints in the upper right part. The gauges are continuously updated while the optimization is running. In the lower part of the screen the figure of merit is shown both as numbers and as graphic with a dot for every valid solution.
Graphical user interface
One can immediately see from the gauges when a variable or a constraint is driven toward a range boundary respectively limit. When the range boundary of a design variable happens to be not a true limit for the engine design then one can stop the calculation and redefine the range for the corresponding design variable. In practice it happens quite often, that during the first attempts the optimization problem is not formulated correctly. In such a case the numerical algorithm drives the mathematical model in a direction which is obviously nonsense because a constraint was forgotten, for example. Therefore an easy to survey graphical user interface is very helpful for avoiding a waste of computing time.
The optimization can be stopped at any time which allows to check the best solution found in more detail than possible from the values for design variable and constraints alone. For both the engine design point (Max Climb at altitude) and the off-design condition (SL Take Off ISA+15K Mach 0.2) there are all details accessible. This includes even graphs with the low pressure turbine design ( figure 7 ) and the operating points in the component maps at off-design.
Local and global optima
As explained in the chapter about the gradient search strategy with numerical optimization there is always the danger, that the algorithm finds only a local optimum but not the global optimum within the parameter range. When there are several local optima within the feasible region, then it depends on the starting point of the algorithm which local optimum will be found. Therefore one should repeat the optimization run several times and pick from all local optima the best one.
One can find easily a new starting point for the optimization by redefining the search direction. Instead of minimizing the specific fuel consumption one looks during a restart run for the cycle with the maximum SFC. The random adaptive search will lead for each restart run to a different starting point even when it commences several times from the same optimum.
In figure 5 one can see from the graphics for the figure of merit, that twice a restart has happened. This was caused by the algorithm called "Endless Random Search" which restarts automatically after the algorithm has homed into an optimum. The best solution found will be stored in memory and can be restored as soon as the calculation is stopped.
Some important data for our growth engine example is summarized and compared to the basic cycle in the table below. 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The optimum growth engine is influenced by three of the design constraints. It has a fan diameter of 0,75m, i.e., it uses the largest fan which was allowed in this exercise. The second constraint which had an impact on the design of the growth engine is the compressor exit temperature which was limited to 750 K for the hot day take off case. The third constraint was the minimum high pressure turbine flow capacity W41Rstd.
All design variables did remain within the predefined range during the optimization. The thrust increase for Max Climb rating at altitude is 25% and at Take Off even 29%. Note that both engines run during Take Off speed with 7% more mechanical high pressure spool speed than at Max Climb in this example. The specific fuel consumption at altitude is nearly 5% better for the growth engine.
In the table there is also a row for the ideal jet velocity ratio. From theoretical considerations one can derive, that this ratio should be equal to the product of fan and low pressure turbine efficiency when an unmixed flow turbofan is to be optimized for SFC. Note that the numerical optimization algorithm has automatically found a cycle for which the jet velocity ratio is near to its theoretically best value.
It is quite useful to do a parameter variation in the neighborhood of the optimum solution. This gives an insight to the sensitivity of the result. Figure 6 shows the influence of "Outer Fan Pressure Ratio" and "Booster Pressure Ratio" on thrust and specific fuel consumption. Note that the parameter on the vertical axis was mainly selected because it spreads the carpet nicely. The corrected flow at the low pressure turbine exit is not a very important engine design parameter.
Actually the limiting line for the fan diameter (0.75m) is identical to the line for the minimum high pressure turbine flow capacity. To the left of the line for booster pressure ratio K 1.79 the lower limit for the high pressure turbine flow capacity is violated and to the right of this line the fan diameter is too big. In this graph only one point is a valid solution: the square which fulfills the thrust requirement. One can see, that the optimum solution is pretty much boxed in by the design constraints. In figure 7 two more design variables were systematically varied around the optimum solution. Again the square marks the only point which fulfills all constraints. 
SUMMARY
With a conventional parameter study it is very difficult to find the optimum solution for a problem as soon as four or more design variables and several constraints are involved. With the help of numerical optimization algorithms one can easily find the mathematical correct solution to the problem. Extensive parameter studies around the solution will help to understand why this combination of design variables is the best choice and how sensitive the figure of merit is to small deviations from the optimum.
As an example, the cycle selection of a derivative turbofan engine with a given core shows the merits of numerical optimization. The parameter variation is best suited for presenting the sensitivity of the result in the neighborhood of the optimum cycle design point. Sometimes this leads to a redefinition of the figure of merit or the constraints imposed on the solution. In rare cases even an outstanding solution is found which was overlooked while doing a preliminary parameter study.
